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Introduction

(ANOTHER) SWAN SONG FOR
THE INFINITE
Jeremy Thal | OneBeat Co-Director | Brooklyn, New York

In 1977 NASA sent two Voyager probes into space, each carrying a Golden
Record. The records contained a smattering of what the great scientistcommunicator Carl Sagan and his team considered to be humanity’s most
meaningful sounds - a Brandenburg Concerto, greetings in 56 languages, Mahi
music from Benin, and samples of organic life: whale songs, brain waves, laughter.
Given the size of the universe, and the relative scarcity of functional turntables
in the Milky Way, the chance of this record being stumbled upon and played
on some far-off victrola is decidedly slim. And yet it’s some consolation to us
terrestrial bipeds to know that Chuck Berry and Mozart are floating out there in the
seemingly infinite abyss of spacetime. If the Record itself were to peer back at us
from 15 billion miles away, our planet would fade into the rest of the stardust, and
the din of our rock’n’roll, atom bombs and reggaeton would be indistinguishable
from the sub-bassy hum of black holes.
Yet despite its distance, this relic of 1970s utopianism still inspires us. Under its gaze
we can perceive our smallness in the miraculous and brutal cosmos, and might
consider Earth’s ionosphere-bound soundwaves as a shared symphony, the music
of our collective DNA, our swan song for the infinite.

Perhaps the universe contains intelligent life-forms who will appreciate human
favorites like Blind Willie Johnson. But most likely, if there are other creatures out
there, they will not have sense organs evolved to perceive vibrations between 20
Hz and 20 kHz at 1 bar of atmospheric pressure, and they will not understand
what Johnson is singing about when he intones: “Dark was the night, cold was
the ground.” So sending such an artifact out in to the cosmos was and is a human
endeavor, designed to compel us to ask one another a set of tricky questions: If
we are to share our human noises with the greater cosmos, what do we want this
to sound like? How do we prioritize which sounds are more essential than others?
And an even more fundamental question: who gets to compile and create this
record? Sagan’s original Record was curated by a small team which included Carl
himself, the artist Linda Salzman Sagan, Cosmos producer Ann Druyan, science
writer Timothy Ferris, audio engineer Jimmy Iovine (who would later go on to found
Interscope records), and a handful of other scientists and producers.
While we admire the work that Carl and friends did in 1977, and the diversity of
music they chose to launch into space, we cannot help but notice that this team was
composed of entirely white American non-musicians. And so for the seventh year
of OneBeat, we thought it would be appropriate to set the task of Golden-Rcord
creation to the OneBeat community, a network of over 200 socially engaged
musicians, educators and activists from different points on the surface of Starship
Earth. The impossible task: make a Golden Record updated for 2018, to capture
our moment for the vastness of spacetime. Knowing that it will be flawed, partial,
intersubjective; it will be tainted by the folly of humanity; our overdependence on
petroleum and major 7th chords, and the occasional glimpse at something worthy
of transcending this solitary sphere.
For our inaugural 2018 OneBeat Zine, we’ll hear reflections in a wide variety of
formats, from essays to prose poems to personal reflections. Mirroring this year’s
theme, a contemporary reimagining of NASA’s 1977 Golden Record, the works
have been divided into three sections: Present, Past, and Future. Present features
artists using music to create the world they want to inhabit, through collectivereality-making (Luisa Puterman, Brazil, 2016), cultivating the creative process
(Anton Maskeliade, Russia, 2012), and deconstructing world music (Blinky
Bill, Kenya, 2013). Past includes works that use history a mirror for the present,
including: Shereen Abdo’s (Egypt, 2014) exploration of the roots of Egypt's indie
scene and Anna Roberts-Gevalt’s (U.S., 2014) prose poem tracing songs from
Maine kitchens in the 20s to a concert in Prospect Park. In Future, Ng Chor Guan
(Malaysia, 2015) discusses how musical technologies can help us reclaim our
narratives, Ama Diaka (Ghana, 2016) offers her poem “Bloom,” while my piece
riffs on future possibilities of art in American statecraft.
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Present

THIRD EYE
Luisa Puterman | Electronic musician, Educator | Sao Paulo, Brazil

Várias vezes ao dia penso que a realidade poderia ser feita apenas de som - como
se o som tivesse a capacidade de construir e modelar objetos, espaços, pessoas,
animais e árvores etc. Imagine um lugar amplo, bem amplo, onde o vento dança
assobiando melodias de um oboé Nesse mesmo lugar sinos conversam bem
lentamente imersos em rios de harmônicos...
Many times a day I think reality could be made of sound alone – as if sound had
the capacity to construct and model objects, spaces, people, animals, or trees.
Imagine a wide space, a really wide one, where the wind dances, whistling oboe
melodies. Here, even the ground is made of sound, a fat low solid sound. In infinity
(the infinity of my imagination), I catch myself building places like this, some of
them more figurative, some of them quite abstract. One after the other: caves, lakes,
pavilions and parks that many times become liquid and gaseous with no logic or
visual reference. Fantastic places that can only exist with our eyes shut. I believe
that it is only with eyes closed that we are able to face the possible; it is by listening
that we co-create with silence.

Lately I’ve been thinking about the concept of the third eye and the metaphors and
experiences it suggests. I believe that the third eye is actually an ear, an open ear
seeking to listen to new places and dreams.
To think that existence is not limited to our body or mind, or even to this reality,
opens infinite possibilities. I believe that sound not only represents these possibilities
but also makes them a collective experience, co-creating other worlds through
imagination. In Sonora, a project I co-produced with Bruno Garibaldi, it’s a bit
of this feeling that we were looking for: sounds and words capable of becoming
realities through imagination and memory. A simple procedure that articulates
many things: listening. By experiencing this immersive 45-minute work, audiences
found that it had a strong effect on their health and wellbeing. There’s something in
sound that can restructure body and mind, as if healing through our third eye.
It’s very interesting to work with imagination and the power of the brain to create
images. I feel that’s where my interest in architecture lies. Not “architecture” in
an academic or occupational sense, but rather imagining and creating new
spaces that flirt with the impossible and absurd. Nowadays the means of musical
production is associated with the accessibility of digital technology, allowing
seemingly infinite sonic approaches. The tools we use and our abilities to handle
them in essense form pre-constructed sonic situations.
And so we made the Ouroborium, created with Chris Marianetti and Kyla-Rose
Smith, an installation as a social experiment of pre-sonic-construction (one where
there is no predetermined concept of an audio experience). This project reflects a
collective unconsciousness--chaotic with glimpses of sanity--a situation I believe
well represents life. I also think that the installation explores the blurry boundaries
between art and entertainment, frustration and action, sound and silence, music
and noise. A shared environment where collaboration is imperative, and reveals a
lot about the nature of chance, and its impact on the individual and the collective.
And while I’m surrounded by this universe of projects and ideas, I sometimes feel
that collective-reality-making is in itself a kind of artistic collaboration.

POINTING THE FINGER
Anton Maskeliade | Electronic Musician, Producer, Educator | Moscow, Russia

С детства меня били по рукам и говорили “не показывай пальцем!”, “не принято
тыкать на людей”. А я очень хотел тыкать, ведь это так просто - указать на то, о
чем ты говоришь, показать того, о ком ты думаешь. Но длявсех остальных это
было неприличным...
Ever since my childhood they have shouted at me: ‘Don’t point your finger! You
can’t point your finger at people!’ They would slap me on the hands. But, of course,
I wanted to point my finger. It’s so simple, to just point at the person or thing you’re
talking about. But everybody else thought it wasn’t polite.
Two years ago, I gave my first course on writing music with computer software
(Ableton Live), and for the first time in my life people liked it when I pointed my
finger. I immediately enjoyed teaching. I like to talk about what I know, to explain
in simple terms how easy it is to create your own music.
When I started composing, I realized how important creative process was. If
you take care of your creative spark at the right time, it can grow into a huge
star, warming a thousand planets. As soon as I got an opportunity to show other
people how to create music, I told them: music is not a sport or mathematics, so it’s
not about being faster or more precise than others. Music is a therapy for souls,
and you can transform it into moments of happiness shared between artist and
audience. But most of my peers hate music schools. Many tell similar stories about

how they were corrected by their teachers when they, for example, held their hands
in a wrong way, instilling an aversion to one of the purest and most beautiful of the
arts: music.
In August 2017, I opened the Maskeliade Music School. The main goal of my
school is to build a community, so that students become friends and communicate
outside of classroom. I want to create a friendly atmosphere in which nothing
stands in the way of putting that creative spark into action, via constant support and
acceptance.
The initial course is intensive, consisting of long 5-hour classes in which students
dive into a whole new world. Right after the first class, most students walk away
with a completely different view of music. You can immediately discover a new ear
and you start to hear other people’s music differently. I teach that the most intimate
and important process in a person’s life is the process of creation. This process is an
extension of your personality. It’s is the way you manifest yourself as a person and
it’s important to drive home the following point: music is not only about having an
artistic career or crowds of fans. Music is about dancing to your own home-beats,
having a musical picnic with friends; music is the answer to the question: ‘What do
you live for?’ because the output of this most abstract expression brings us a very
real-tangible-concrete smile.
In a world full of clones, it is very important to stick to your own vision, which many
will find weird or downright wrong. As a teacher, I try to help students preserve and
develop their original vision of the world through music, to make it more mature
while keeping its original essence. I have always been inspired by mavericks that
follow their own path against all odds and feel excited about it. This passion is their
internal compass that navigates them through difficult times.
From my experience at OneBeat, I clearly see that the language of music is the
most universal on Earth. When dozens of artists from all over the world find a
common language, often without even speaking the same language, it is very
powerful. Music unites the world, making stadium crowds jump to a common beat
and helping to go through difficult periods in life, because there is a clear feeling
that you are not alone.
Sometimes now I want to point my finger at people and say, “Hey you, people! Do
you know that you can install a free program on your home computers and start
writing your own music today?” And I don’t consider it ‘electronica’ or ‘EDM’ or
any narrowly defined genre; it’s the new folk music of the entire planet.

EVERYONE’S JUST WINGING IT
& OTHER FLY TALES
Blinky Bill | Producer, Songwriter | Nairobi, Kenya

Growing up, my diet was a disparate musical cocktail concocted from the
Congolese Lingala music listened to by my father and my mother’s predilection for
gospel music of any kind. My siblings and I ingested this, yet we yearned for more.
We’d take to stealing my father’s radio from behind his locked bedroom door in
order to capture bits of pop music over the airwaves: a mix of Michael Jackson
and American Top 40 alongside funky African musicians like Chicco and San Fan
Thomas.
I was born and raised in Nairobi, Kenya, but for some reason I’ve always had the
desire to reach an audience beyond my country’s borders. However, the world
operates off an undeniable hierarchy of ideas, giving priority to musical ideas from
the U.S., U.K. and Europe, rarely with an emphasis on Africa. By contrast, on the
continent we are often very open to international music; visiting any country here,
you might truly be bemused by the amount of American music you’ll hear. One
of my least favorite terms is the box of ‘World Music,’ where for years the music
from ‘Other’ places has been lumped together. It’s likely that those who coined the
phrase meant well and probably had a positive and genuine desire to concentrate
exotic sounds for the curious; but it’s simply impossible to contain all the world’s
disparate cultures, sounds, ideologies and genres into one phrase.
Great ideas can come from anywhere. With the world being more connected
than it’s ever been, the power of genuine global collaborations can generate a
huge impact when you let different perspectives have a voice. Bjork, someone I
consider a visionary in the music industry, understood this a while back and on her
2007 album Volta she collaborated openly with Congolese band Konono Nº1,
Timbaland, and Malian Kora player Toumani Diabate.
I graduated from the OneBeat Class of 2013 and it’s been one of the highlights of
my musical journey so far. The self-discovery that I experienced during OneBeat
filled me with the self-confidence to go forth and make my best music yet,
collaborating with many gifted artists from around the globe. In my work I bring
together my varied ideas and influences to connect to audiences from whichever
part of the world that they’ll come from. That’s the beautiful thing about music: it
needs no visa.
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Past

TOWARDS A NEW EGYPTIAN INDIE
Shereen Abdo | Vocalist, Composer | Cairo, Egypt

Digging through Egyptian song archives, I discovered that the indie music scene in
Egypt is much older than I had realized, but sadly as male-dominated as I might
have expected. Here, the masses have often resisted change, and judges have
buried historical records, so documentation of Egyptian indie music is very spotty.
But I was able to find records of great Sayed Darwish, who started the Young
Renewal musical movement in the 1900s, and materials from 70s indie groups
Salah Ragab Jazz Trio and Teeba Asdeqa’s “Les Petit Chat.”
The mainstream scene neglected these indie bands, barring them from major labels.
This, along with the country’s violent economic changes, led to a stagnant period
for the Egyptian indie scene that lasted from mid-80s until almost late-90s. At that

point things bounced back, once internet technology and globalisation took hold.
I grew up before this revival, when local and international pop music were the only
options, since there were no radio stations or venues for independent music.
In the late-90s, bands like Sahra, Wust El Bald, and Eskendrella reopened the
indie scene. Note, that like their predecessors, they are all-male bands. They were
produced outside of mainstream studios and offered alternative content. With the
rise of private cultural venues, there were finally spaces for music education and
performance. This in turn led to the proliferation of more indie bands, and created
a truly active alternative scene that was further energized by the revolution in
2011. This state of relative liberty allowed anyone to perform in the streets and in
a growing number of open venues. The major media outlets found useful material
in the bands, who in turn found new channels for exposure. In the years since the
revolution, the scene has continued to be active, while vulnerable as an industry, as
the general Egyptian economy has suffered.
Despite these improvements, I want to highlight the continued barriers to women’s
participation in this scene. Within macho societies, and especially Arab ones,
women’s daily struggles to build a life in the arts is double what men face. While
it’s already a difficult profession for men, women also face continued stereotyping
and exclusion. We need women’s empowerment at all levels, and culture should
not be a neglected element of this empowerment. Free arts schools for girls in poor
neighbourhoods should be initiated. Courses and scholarships here and abroad
should be made available for females especially.
I believe that every societal movement starts with women. Imagine, if future
generations are raised in houses with a minimum of one female musician performer,
how do you think the society as a whole will treat women?

SHE AND ME AND THE BAND
Anna Roberts-Gevalt | Banjo Player, Fiddler | Brooklyn, USA

dylan thomas comes in on my way to the concert on a hot thursday night.
he is on my phone as i walk the mile from the F train to the park to the concert.
my headphones are old and i turn up his voice and pay just enough attention to
traffic —
“do not go gentle into that good night,
old age should burn and rage at close of day !”
—
carrie grover wrote letters from her home in maine in the 1940s to alan lomax in
washington at the library of congress — i read them, there, in the quiet reading
room. and then asked to listen to her sing those songs.
“my generation is going fast, and with my generation, i fear that most of our old
songs will go too. i am anxious to try to save as many of them as i can because i
think them worth saving.”
they don’t let you into the stacks, but in the library there are thousands upon of
thousands of recordings of singers in 1920s kitchens and 1930s kitchens and
1940s kitchens across the nation. more than you could ever have time to listen to.
the archivist came back with the boxes, and the first tape.

—
the songs are not some thing on a deathbed maybe
maybe something in between worlds
finding their way to reincarnation
“i am growing old and with my afflictions it would not surprise me to wake up most
any morning and find myself dead, but one doctor told me that my sense of humor
would always keep me alive.”
carrie grover’s sons didn’t learn the family songs
everybody scattered maybe
or why was it
all the people point first to the radio and then to the tv
but what else changed, all the way across america
“alan my boy, life is uncertain among the radicals, as my mother used to say, and I
am not growing younger, “work, for the night is coming, when man’s work is done.”
—
“work, for the night is coming,
under the sunset skies;
while their bright-tints are glowing,
work, for daylight flies!
work till the last beam fadeth,
fadeth to shine no more,
work, for the night is dark’ning,
when man’s work is o’er.”
(the edison mixed choir, recorded in 1907 by thomas edison)
—
we tracked “adieu to erin” last, after a month in the studio this summer -- the one
carrie grover heard her mother sing it then night before they came to america, in
1880, the one her mother never sang again, the one we’d been singing on tour for
a year but didn’t know how to record.
susan alcorn drove up from baltimore with her pedal steel, and missed all the
morning traffic, and after she tuned she told us to hold the sea in our minds.

“i need advice and i am turning to you first of all, i want you to tell me what can be
done…. with the help of my fiddle, my keen ear for music and the help of a dear
friend who is a real musician and can write music, i will get the tunes so they can be
read anyhow.”
—
the house where belle luther richards lived was on my right, at the crossroads
halfway between colebrook and pittsburg, northern new hampshire on a saturday
afternoon in december.
out of my car and through the snow, it was 26 degrees outside and inside, too.
cabinets empty for a long time like the house but mostly it’s clean except for a
broken window and extension cords lying on the wood floors, sloping.
the neighbor pulls her jeep up, side of the house, to ask me why i was trespassing.
“i’m here—
her great granddaughter —
she showed me —
do you —
this was the richards old house right ?
well, 80 years ago —
there was this lady who came here collecting ballads — old songs —
the richards lady, belle luther richards,
she sang hundreds of them, lots of old songs, like —
ones her ancestors sang — from ireland or scotland, one of those
and anyways this lady recorded her singing — in 1942
and i sing too — the old songs —
and her great granddaughter showed me where the house was
and i wanted to look inside”
i didn’t say,
the songs haven’t been sung in here for awhile,
and i want to put the sounds back into the space.

—
in the kitchen, where belle luther richards sang into a cylinder dictaphone recorder
in 1942, i’m playing the recordings, off my macbook —
listening to belle sing.
“come my friends and dear companions”
the old songs floating around that quiet room.
i wonder how long that house will stand.
—
summer evening in the park in brooklyn, the audience is relaxed in the grass with
picnics and blankets, and the punk band plays very loudly on the stage.
the music keeps growing, compelling, and alex toth sings with his whole body
ricocheting around the stage.
a six year old girl comes to the front, jumping around with an intensity -she is the only one dancing.
“somebody died, somebody always dies / something’s alive, yeah, something’s
always alive, and my friend steve plays guitar through it all.”
and meanwhile the sun sets, and people drink their beers and some listen and
some chat over the soundsystem
the little girl gives me energy or an excuse and i dance with her —
she and me and the band.

CHILDHOOD SONGS
Elena Moon Park | OneBeat Co-Director | Brooklyn, USA

For the past ten years, I have performed music mostly for families. Parents with
young kids, newborn babies with their caretakers, grandparents and toddlers
singing and dancing together. Over the years, I’ve figured out what it is I love
so much about it: For me, family music exemplifies the idea that music-making is
decidedly a trait of all living beings (including animals, from what I can tell!). It
is fundamental to our ‘being’ness, from the time of our birth to our final breath.
Human societies across geography and time have developed countless musical
traditions, at once utterly different and profoundly similar. The act of music-making
draws us in with an innate connection, and opens us up to a world of possibility.
When we celebrate music-making, it makes sense to celebrate it across generations
and across time, from the beginning of societies and storytelling to the vast
possibilities of future existence.
My journey through “family music” has been an immersion into traditional folk
songs and children’s rhymes from around the globe. An immersion into the brilliant,
simple songs that have been passed down for generations, because they speak
to people across ages and time. They have lasted. There is so much to learn from
something that lasts. There are bits of history and wisdom and hope and humanity
in those songs. They are deep and rich. They accompany work, play, sorrow, joy,
death, love, love lost, and mundane, day-to-day life.

I also find brilliance in simplicity. I find magic in simplicity. The way that one
puppeteer gifted us an entire world through Kermit the Frog – taking a few
everyday objects and combining them into a delightful, complex yet absurdly
simple character. We can find a way in as an audience, we can become a part of
that world. There is mystery, but there is also something tangible, strangely familiar.
Many folk songs we sing for kids are simple songs, partly because repetition
helps kids to learn, but also because simplicity cultivates imagination. It invites
you in and lets you wander. And when it does this with a refrain or sound that
speaks to everyone in the room, conjuring a dazzling image or memory or
excitement with just a few notes or words; nothing can compare. We are each
part of this communal experience, yet we create our own stories, our own images
and memories out of that unknown space. This balance between mystery and
familiarity, between the known and the unknown, is said to be the essence of art,
and perhaps the essence of beauty itself. It is ever-changing, forever inviting us into
transforming worlds of possibility.
After two decades of studying and performing classical music growing up, I
experienced my richest live performances playing for kids and their parents.
Children are a generous and incredibly honest audience. And performing with and
for kids and their families –proud and caring parents and siblings, grandparents
and caretakers– is a supremely rewarding and joyful experience.
But I am most surprised at how deeply I’ve been impacted by the music itself.
Through this journey of family music, I found myself reaching out and connecting
to my own family in a way I never had. As a daughter of Korean immigrants born
and raised in a small town in East Tennessee, I never knew much about the Koreas
or my own Korean roots growing up. I didn’t learn the language, I cursorily studied
the history, and outside of a deep love for the food, which is and will remain an
incredibly important connection in my life, I never thought about making too much
of an effort until I began to learn folk and children’s songs. I delved into folk tunes,
games, and children’s rhymes from all over East Asia in an effort to perform these
songs on our tours. I shared delicious meals with friends and family, reminiscing
about their favorite childhood songs or the songs that linger in their memories.
I listened with awe to folk recordings and learned about the history behind the
tunes. I took an extraordinary journey that has cemented my belief in music as a
connector – to our past, to the present, to our ancestors, and to each other.
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Future

MUSICAL FUTURISM
Ng Chor Guan | Composer, Theremin Player | Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia

To me, being a futurist in 2018 means being innovative in resistance. It means to
resist simplified versions of truth, to go about living in the world in shades and nuances, in order to build our lives collaboratively. This futurism is something I bring to
every aspect of my life, particularly in conceptualizing ways that technology can
be a tool of empowerment and democratization.
Although many people have pointed out the negative elements of today’s hyperconnectivity, I believe that commonplace technology now gives people an unprecedented opportunity to reclaim narratives, and tell their stories without middlemen
or third-party filters. At this novel intersection of technology and art, people from
halfway across the globe can see at work you’ve just made, and share something
you care about. It connects us in a formless way and helps us feel less alone.

Art has always served to loosen things up, breaking oppositional concepts, making
space for imagining and reimagining the world around us. I make art that focuses on reorienting our conceptions of technology and its presence in our lives. My
work examines my presence in society, brings people together, and relates things
that are important to me. Recently I created Futurist Diaries, a multidisciplinary
performance piece that uses sci-fi tropes to discuss change and the future (think:
clones, multiple universes, time travel, etc.).
This work stemmed from thinking about ideas of private versus public thought,
their relative value and power, and asking: “how closely we should guard our
thoughts?” The act of sharing is a radical one, but sharing requires balance and
tact to avoid deliberate misunderstandings or the misappropriation of ideas. In turn,
this relates to the idea of stable communication, not only within artistic communities,
but also with scientists, technologists, and the general public. In the context of Futurists’ Diaries, I present these conversations as different facets of a future we can all
look forward to.
In the same vein, several years ago I started Project 2020, a five-year project
inspired by the idea of growing older and constantly reviewing one’s self and surroundings. This work expands on the idea of 20/20 ‘perfect vision.’ How much do
we see? The contemporary world is a cynical and distrustful one, but Project 2020
aims to look at progress from the idea that the moral arc of history ‘bends towards
justice’ –with ourselves doing the bending– and building our “dreamed of” future.
A response to complacency, these works are based in a desire claim a sense of
belonging, as we create a collective future that we all want to inhabit.

GOLDEN PLAYLIST
Jeremy Thal | OneBeat Co-Director | Brooklyn, NY

Politics, by its nature, is averse to nuance, while art depends on nuance for its
existence. As artists, we revel in paradoxes, thrive in the gray spaces between
divides. We at Found Sound Nation feel that cultural diplomacy, in its truest form,
is a way to connect imperfect and fractured people with one another. And thus it’s
better driven not by data crunchers or CEOs, but rather by the aesthetically minded
oddballs who inhabit these liminal spaces.
Throughout the history of American diplomacy, art has been essential in building,
maintaining, and repairing relations. At certain critical junctures, musicians and
athletes (artists of movement!) have joined the fray, melting ossified paradigms,
e.g.: Van Cliburn’s tours in Russia in the 1960s or the ping-pong diplomats of the
1970s
Since 2012, we have partnered with the U.S. Department of State to produce
OneBeat, and through this project we have worked with more than 200 musicians
from every region of the world. Whether they grew up in Apartheid South Africa,
protested at Tahrir square, were driven out of Syria by war, or faced gender
violence, each artist has developed an artistic practice adapted to their society’s
specific political and cultural struggles. And while it’s easy to show the impact

art can have on one life, or one school, we often ask ourselves: can culture--and
particularly, cultural diplomacy-- solve any of the major global problems we face?
In other words: how can music be most relevant now? How can we build
compassionate, life-long, generative connections across cultural, generational, and
political borders? These are the questions we pose annually to OneBeat Fellows, as
they gather in the U.S. and select cities around the globe.
OneBeat and projects like it are part of the zeitgeist: egalitarian, peer-driven
collaborations building understanding and the health of communities. OneBeat is
a unique international space - a laboratory for the proliferation of deep listening,
a contagion of slappin' beats, an open forum where bright lights of human creative
consciousness can shine through one another. This process of exploration, which
often begins among artists, will slowly transmute into the political sphere as we
collectively learn to listen to one another and rediscover our capacity to co-create.
For OneBeat 2018 three subgroups of 24 OneBeaters take on a different approach
to the question: how do we communicate beyond boundaries of geography,
politics, culture, planet? One group will examine the past, knowing that history is
constantly evolving and by retrieving its sonic resonance we animate the present
moment. This group will use the Bronx Block Parties of the 1970s--often cited as the
locus of the birth of hip hop--as a jumping-off point for this group’s work. A second
group will focus on the present, understood in the sense of current events and as
a state of mindful awareness. This group will create sound installations that invite
audience to perceive both what is happening on this day all around planet Earth,
and internally in the consciousness and unconscious of observers and performers.
The third group will leap into the future, imagining what humans might sound like
many years from now, and how this mirrors the growth of human potential. Their
performances will serve as a two-way time machine, sending an outgoing message
to our descendants, and receiving musical transmissions containing their messages
for us.
Unlike the 1977 Record, which was essentially a “best of Earth” compilation, this
new Golden Streamable Playlist will be the result of a (gulp!) collaboration, a
musical synthesis, made by a group of humans hollering collectively into the great
silence of space. Unlike Carl Sagan’s Golden Record, will be original music, made
from a conversation between musicians from a planet made less and less disparate
by technology, and yet perhaps just as divided as ever in terms of ideology and
culture. The OneBeat 2018 Golden Record will be a musical improvisation on the
themes of human discord and harmony. And if we are lucky, NASA will agree to
shoot it into space.

BLOOM
Ama Diaka | Poet, Spoken Word Artist | Accra, Ghana

I could write about how bodies are the most malleable things
I could fill a page with how pain leaves words hanging in your throat
I could write a poem about the way people soften up
when their lovers kiss the small of their back
I tried to write something musical about my city and I did not know where to start
When I walk through south of Labadi, the streets are bursting with an abundance of
heritage;
I can tell from the way the dark-skinned woman with the y-shaped scar on her left leg
scrubs her baby, that she is a woman who believes in redemption.

Two boys are moving like they’ve got too much rhythm in their bodies
and not enough time to dance it out
A little girl sucks on a lollipop, spits in her hand and offers it
to her small sister who gleefully licks it up
They have a look on their face that tells that they know
what they’re doing is ridiculous and sweet and terrible;
they know wrong isn’t right, but they do it anyway
On the pavement, a porridge seller is giving out smiles
like they are Amens to needy requests

A man is telling a stranger that he doesn’t even like porridge,
but the way she throws her head back when she drinks it down,
does things to him.
And her laughter tumbles down like the hollow echo of a djembe
What he doesn’t know is that this is her first laugh in days.
Old Ms. Atta has a tight lipped smile as if
her mouth is holding on to sins yet to be forgotten
And when she sings awaaba ɔdɔ, she means it.
These people teach me,
that if you are from Accra and you are placed anywhere in the world,
there’s no way you won’t know how to bloom
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